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Abstract
Near-Threshold Voltage Computing (NTC), where the supply voltage is only slightly higher than the transistors’ threshold voltage, is a promising approach to push back the many-core power wall. A key NTC shortcoming is the higher sensitivity to parameter (process, supply voltage, temperature) variation. This report introduces a µ−architectural model to
characterize increased sensitivity to process (static) variation.
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Introduction
Ideal CMOS device scaling [11] relies on scaling voltages down with lithographic dimensions at every technology

generation by a constant scaling factor κ (Table 1). In this case, power density stays constant.
Transistor/circuit Parameter

Scaling Factor

V dd
V th
C
I
Area A (of same functionality)
Transistor delay C × V dd/I
Power dissipation V dd × I
Power density V dd × I/A

1/κ
1/κ
1/κ
1/κ
1/κ2
1/κ
1/κ2
1

Table 1: Classical scaling theory basics [11].
In recent generations, however, to keep leakage current under control, the decrease in the transistor’s threshold voltage
(V th) has stopped, which in turn has prevented the supply voltage (V dd) from scaling [17]. A direct consequence of
this fact is that power density no more stays constant: If the chip area is fixed (due to system cooling constraints and the
associated cost), per transistor power consumption no more decreases enough to compensate for the increased power of
having more transistors integrated in the same area over technology generations. If the the chip power budget is fixed1 , we
easily realize that there is a growing gap between what can be placed on a chip and what can be powered-on simultaneously.
For example, Figure 1 shows data computed from the ITRS 2008 update [20] assuming beefy cores and a 100W chip power
budget. The figure compares the number of cores that can be placed on a chip at a given year and the number of those that
can be powered-on simultaneously. The growing gap between the two curves shows the Many-core Power Wall. Clearly,
we urgently need new ways to operate more energy-efficiently.
An effective way to attain energy-efficient execution is to substantially reduce Vdd, to a value only slightly higher than
1A

viable scaling scenario due to system cooling constraints and the associated cost.
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Figure 1: The Many-core Power Wall, based on data from ITRS projections.
Vth. This environment is known as Near-Threshold Voltage Computing (NTC) [9, 13, 26] — as opposed to the conventional, Super-Threshold Voltage Computing (STC). Vdd is a powerful lever because it has quadratic and approximately
linear impact on dynamic and static energy, respectively. The drawback is a degradation in frequency. However, if lower
frequencies can be tolerated through more parallelism in the execution of the application, NTC is very attractive. According to experimental data [9, 13], NTC can attain up to 8–10x higher energy efficiency than STC (measured, for example,
in MIPS/Watt). If this comes with a frequency reduction of approximately 10x, the power consumption decreases by
80–100x [13]. Under NTC, therefore, many more cores can be powered-on simultaneously.
A major roadblock in NTC is increased sensitivity to process variation, namely the deviation of device parameters
from their nominal values. Already in STC many-cores, process variation results in substantial power and performance
degradation [12, 16, 18, 38]. Unfortunately, under NTC, the resulting variation in transistor speed and power consumption
intensify, hence it is crucial to develop NT-specific holistic techniques. However, existing µ−architectural models of
process variation apply only to ST [18, 23, 25, 33, 35]. There is no model of variation at NT. To capture the increased
sensitivity to process variation at NT voltages, we modified the VARIUS [35] model applicable at ST to accommodate
• A NT gate delay model
• A robust SRAM cell architecture to ensure reliable operation at NT voltages
• NT-specific SRAM failure modes
• Leakage models for timing and stability analysis
This report is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background; Section 3 introduces the variation model; and
Sections 4 and 5 evaluate the model.
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2

Background

2.1

Process Variation Basics
Each technology generation, manufacturing restrictions exacerbate vulnerability to process variation, which manifests

across the chip as static, spatial fluctuations in transistor parameters around the nominal values [2, 3]. Process variation
is usually analyzed at global (die-to-die, D2D) and local scopes (within-die, W ID). D2D variation can be approximately
captured by a global offset per die, on a per-parameter basis. WID variation, on the other hand, is responsible for the
heterogeneity in transistor parameters across the building blocks of any given die, and forms the focus of this report2 .
WID variation is caused by systematic effects due to lithographic irregularities and random effects due to, e. g., varying
dopant concentrations [37]. Two important vulnerable parameters are the threshold voltage (Vth) and the effective channel
length (Lef f ), which directly determine a transistor’s switching speed and its leakage power.
Since systematic and random effects are triggered by different physical phenomena, their impact can be captured by
two independent random variables per vulnerable parameter. The end impact is additive as given by Equation 1, where
V th0 and Lef f 0 depict the nominal values of V th and Lef f ; V thSY S and Lef f SY S , the parametric shift due to systematic
effects; and V thRAN D and Lef f RAN D , the parametric shift due to random effects, respectively.
V th = V th0 + ∆V thW ID = V th0 + ∆V thSY S + ∆V thRAN D
(1)
Lef f = Lef f 0 + ∆Lef f W ID = Lef f 0 + ∆Lef f SY S + ∆Lef f RAN D
The higher the Vth and Lef f variation is, the higher the variation in transistor speed, hence in path delay and frequency
across the chip is. This results in slower processors, since variation-afflicted path delay generally follows a symmetric
distribution, and the slowest path ends up determining the frequency of the whole processor 3 . In addition, the difference
between the frequencies of different cores on a many-core increases. Also, as Vth varies, transistor leakage varies across
the chip. However, low-Vth transistors consume more power than high-Vth ones save, due to the exponential dependence
of leakage power on -Vth (the BSIM3v3.2 MOSFET transistor model equation [10]). As a result, with variation, chips
consume substantially more leakage power. In a many-core, different cores leak different amounts.
When compared to logic, on-chip memory blocks are more prone to variation, as triggered by aggressive transistor
sizing to satisfy high density requirements, and the higher sensitivity to transistor mismatch. With technology scaling, the
minimum operating voltage for a conventional SRAM array tends to increase to accommodate higher safety margins as
induced by exacerbated variability.
2 Note

that D2D and WID variation may be correlated.
process variation, some paths get faster, while others become slower. Theoretically, it could be the case that none of the slower paths exhibit
a delay higher than the nominal critical path (i.e. the ideal critical path were there no variation); then, the nominal operating frequency would be saved.
Assume that for a given variation-afflicted path delay distribution, a standard deviation of σ0 results in some slower paths when compared to the
nominal critical path. More variation translates to a larger standard deviation. What is the impact of a larger deviation σ > σ0 ? Slower paths would be
slower, and faster paths would be faster. Hence, the operating frequency would be lower.
3 Under
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2.2

Modeling Process Variation
Modeling Variation in V th and Lef f

2.2.1

While there are several microarchitectural models of process variation (e.g., [18, 23, 25, 33, 35]), this report builds on
VARIUS [35].
VARIUS captures systematic WID variation by dividing the die into a grid, where each grid point is assigned a V th
and Lef f value as sampled from a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Systematic variation shows spatial correlation, in
that parameters of transistors in immediate vicinity show less diversity. VARIUS captures spatial correlation by a position
and direction independent (spherical) correlation function. The correlation between two points on die only depends on
their Euclidean distance; decreases first linearly, then sub-linearly, as the distance increases. This function converges to
zero – to demarcate negligible correlation – beyond the correlation distance, φ. The grid granularity should be tailored as
a function of φ. Due to spatial correlation, specific regions of the die exhibit a systematic shift of the same quantity and in
the same direction on a per parameter basis; the grid-granularity should be set to sample at least one point from each such
region.
Random variation, on the other hand, does not exhibit spatial correlation, hence each transistor should be considered
individually. Unless each grid point corresponds to a transistor, random variation cannot be captured at grid granularity.
VARIUS models the random component analytically per variation-afflicted parameter.
2.2.2

Modeling Variation-Induced SRAM Failure Modes

When compared to logic, on-chip memory blocks are more prone to variation, as triggered by aggressive transistor
sizing to satisfy high density requirements, and the higher sensitivity to transistor mismatch.
For SRAM, VARIUS models the variation in a conventional 6-transistor cell (Figure 2(a)). The cell consists of two
inverters, formed by transistors PR-NR and PL-NL, connected in a positive feedback loop, and two access transistors, AXR
and AXL. VR stores the cell’s value and VL its complement. To read from or write to the cell, word-line WL is driven
high to connect the cell to the bit-lines BL and BR. To read, the bit-lines are pre-charged to logic high. To write, BR is
pre-conditioned to the value to be written and BL to its complement. This cell is liable to five types of failures [28], of
which VARIUS only models one. In the following discussion, assume that VR =0 without loss of generality 4 .
A Read Upset failure occurs if, during a read operation, the cell flips its contents. Reading starts by setting W L =
BR = BL = 1. While reading VR = 0 (VL = 1), BL keeps its value and BR discharges over AXR and N R, giving
rise to a voltage difference between the bitlines, which is captured by the sense amplifiers to extract the cell content. Sense
amplifiers accelerate the read by detecting small voltage differences between the bitlines.
While BR discharges, due to charge sharing between AXR and N R, VR increases. N R should be stronger
4 Since
5 If

the cell is symmetric, the discussion applies directly to the case where VR =1.
N R is stronger than AXR, VR would be driven closer to logic low than logic high.
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Figure 2: SRAM cell architecture: conventional 6-transistor cell (a) and 8-transistor cell (b). In the figure, VR and VL are
the voltages at the points indicated, which are referred to as nodes R and L, respectively.
AXR such that VR does not reach the switching threshold of the P L/N L inverter during the read, otherwise a read upset
flips the cell content [28]. This can be due to variation leading to an increase in V thN R while V thAXR decreases (i.e.
AXR becomes stronger than N R), and/or causing shifts in V thP L and/or V thN L such that the switching threshold of the
P L/N L inverter decreases.
A Read Access failure occurs if, during a read, the time needed to produce a voltage difference between the two bitlines exceeds the period that WL stays high. This failure occurs when the discharge transistors (AXR and NR) are too slow:
Access failures are triggered by increasing V th of AXR and/or N R in the presence of variation, such that the transistors
become slower. This is the only SRAM failure modeled by VARIUS.
A Write Stability failure occurs if, during a write, the cell cannot change its logic state even if the write duration is
extended to infinity. To write a 1 to a cell storing 0, i.e. VR = 0 (VL = 1), BL is driven low while BR is pre-conditioned
high. Once W L gets triggered, BR again discharges over AXR − N R as it was the case for the read, however, AXR
cannot drive VR high enough to reach the switching threshold of the inverter, to ensure read stability. Hence, VL can only
be driven low through AXL. Since BL is 0, current flows through PL and AXL. Once VL decreases enough to reach the the
switching threshold of the inverter P R/N R, the positive feedback loop completes the write by pulling up VR high. This is
opposed by P L, pulling VL to V dd. Depending on the strength of these transistors, and that of PR and NR, VL may never
reach a value low enough to trigger the switching of the PR-NR inverter and flip the cell contents. To ensure write stability,
P L should be weaker than AXL.
In a cell without the write stability failure, a Write Timing failure occurs if the write is unable to change the logic
state of the cell by the end of the designated write duration. Write failures are triggered by variation-induced shifts in the
switching threshold of the P R/N R inverter and/or P L becoming stronger than AXL.
Finally, a Hold failure occurs if the logic value held by the cell is distorted by excessive leakage of the transistors
forming the core of the cell, while the cell is not being accessed. Hold failures are triggered by variation-induced shifts in
V th of the transistors forming the core of the storage cell.
While write stability enhances the weaker the access transistors are, read stability demands stronger access transistors.
5

Due to the circuit symmetry, the analogous semantics apply to read from and write to a cell storing 1, i.e. VR = 1 (VL = 0).
2.3

Near-Threshold Computing Basics
Near-Threshold Computing (NTC) refers to an environment where the supply voltage Vdd is set to a value only slightly

higher than the transistors’ threshold voltage Vth [9, 13]. For current technologies 6 , this roughly corresponds to Vdd ≈
500mV, compared to conventional (or Super-Threshold Computing (STC)) environments, where Vdd ≈ 1V.
NTC pushes back the many-core power wall by reducing the energy per operation7 about 10x compared to STC — at
the expense of reducing the frequency of operation about 10x [13]. As a result, the power reduces by approximately 100x,
allowing more cores to operate simultaneously for the same many-core power envelope. If the application has parallelism,
this is a major advantage.
Figure 3 compares the scaling of three key parameters under NTC, STC, and as imposed by classical CMOS theory [11]:
Supply voltage, transistor delay and power density. The x-axis denotes gate length to characterize each technology generation. Classical scaling relies on scaling voltages down with lithographic dimensions at every technology generation
by a constant scaling factor κ (Table 1). Both V dd and transistor delay reduce by 1/κ each generation, giving rise to a
constant power density 8 . Conventional STC scaling deviates from classical scaling in that the decrease in the transistor’s
threshold voltage (V th) has recently stopped to keep subthreshold leakage under control, which in turn has prevented the
supply voltage (V dd) from scaling [17]. A direct consequence of this fact is that power density no more stays constant.
The curves experience substantial vertical shifts as we go from STC to NTC scaling. Specifically, supply voltage (Chart
(a)) and power density (Chart (b)) reduce significantly, while transistor delay increases.
The NTC range of operation is close to a sweet-spot in energy efficiency: Figure 4 characterizes the energy efficiency
as MIPS/Watt (left Y axis) and the transistor delay (right Y axis) as a function of Vdd. In a narrow range of voltages
around Vth, the energy efficiency is highest. Out of this range, higher voltages quickly result in substantially lower energy
efficiency, since power consumption increases more than the delay reduces. Lower voltages, on the other hand, quickly
result in excessively slower transistors than acceptable while power consumption decreases significantly. The operating
voltage cannot be lowered indefinitely due to reliability constraints.
2.4

Impact of Leakage on on Near-Threshold Computing
At NT voltages, the magnitude of leakage current decreases when compared to ST, however, the on-current, ION ,

decreases more due to lower V dd. Hence, the relative impact of the leakage current, IOF F , increases. Figure 5 points
to the drastic decrease in ION /IOF F in a NTC environment of V dd = 0.5V , when compared to a STC environment of
V dd = 0.8V . Consequently, VARIUS-NTC takes into account the impact of the leakage current on SRAM timing and
6 45

or 32nm
× V dd2
8 Subthreshold leakage (current) tends to increase each generation even under classical scaling, due to the exponential dependence on −V th (Equation 25). However, in early generations the magnitude remained negligible.
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Figure 5: Impact of leakage.
stability, as we will see in later sections. As part of leakage current, we only consider sub-threshold leakage; gate leakage
is excluded because we assume high-K metal gate devices like the ones currently in use.
2.5

Impact of Process Variation on Near-Threshold Computing
At NT voltages, the sensitivity of circuit timing and power consumption to variations in Vth and Lef f drastically

increases when compared to ST. The impact of a given ∆V thW ID and ∆Lef f W ID on an environment with low voltage
(i.e., NT) is much higher than on one with high voltage (i.e., ST).
2.5.1

Impact of Process Variation on Circuit Timing at NT Voltages

Severe frequency variation at NT stems from increased sensitivity of transistor delay to V th at NT voltages [14], as
depicted in Figure 6(a). The transistor delay is obtained from the model of Markovic et al. [26] as Vth is varied.
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suggested by ITRS [21] at 11nm constitutes the mean, µ = V th0 = 0.3V . For the sake of analysis, we set total (systematic
and random) (σ/µ)V th = 10%, hence the variation-induced V th0 ×(1±3σ) covers the range of [0.21, 0.39]V . We see that,
for Vdd=0.6V, the difference in delay between transistors of Vth=0.25V and 0.35V is only 18.8ps, while for Vdd=0.4V, it
jumps to 62.5ps, increasing by ≈3.3×. As a result of this larger delay variation, the frequency that a processor can support
at near-threshold voltages varies more. Figure 6(b) from Chang et al. [9] shows the guard-banding of the critical path due
to variations for different Vdd. As Vdd decreases toward Vth, the guard-banding required quickly increases, diminishing
the potential benefit of NTC. Overall, therefore, it is crucial to develop techniques to cope with process variations in an
NTC environment.
2.5.2

Impact of Process Variation on Power Consumption at NT voltages

Variation in power consumption at NT increases since (1) variation in dynamic power increases due to the increase in
variation in frequency, as covered in the previous section; (2) the share of static power increases at NT voltages.

3

VARIUS-NTC: A µ-architectural Model for Process Variation at NT Voltages
Since NTC does not impose radical changes in the manufacturing process, the VARIUS methodology to extract V th

and Lef f variation maps, still applies – although the values of parameters such as σ may change. These parameters are
directly affected by technology scaling trends. Technology scaling came along with frequency improvement – though at a
progressively slower rate each generation, while the share of static power has been rapidly increasing. NTC is most effective
for throughput-critical environments as opposed to latency-, hence frequency-critical. Also, the significant reduction in
dynamic power due to NTC is not accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the static power, thus NTC induces
a much higher share of static power when compared to STC. Based on these observations, it can be argued that older
technology generations – as characterized by a lower frequency and lower leakage – conform better to NTC, however,
in [36] it is demonstrated that for performance-critical application spaces, new technologies are still favorable, where
throughput represents a stronger function of the operating frequency.
On the other hand, VARIUS performance model and timing error infrastructure cannot be directly deployed at NT,
for the following reasons : (1) The performance (frequency) model is based on the alpha-power law [34], which does not
accurately capture operation near the threshold voltage. (2) Memory timing model relies on a conventional 6T SRAM cell,
which cannot reliably operate at near-threshold voltages in an efficient manner. (3) VARIUS timing model neglects the
impact of (subthreshold) leakage. At NT, the magnitude of off (leakage) current decreases when compared to ST due to
lower V dd, however, the on current decreases more. Hence, the relative impact of leakage current (i.e. the ratio of off
current to on current) increases. (4) The only memory failure mode considered is (read) access failures, however, at NT,
write stability and write timing becomes critical along with hold failures. The following details the four new aspects.

8

3.1

Gate Delay Model at NT
To model the gate delay (tg ), VARIUS uses the alpha-power law (Equation 3), where α is a process parameter capturing

carrier velocity saturation and µ identifies the carrier mobility as a function of the temperature, T . This equation does not
model the region near the threshold voltage accurately. There exists alpha-power law variants [4, 7, 19, 29] that attempt
to extend the model to sub-threshold region. Usually, these come along with an increased number of fitting parameters
that have no direct physical interpretation. Further, covering sub-threshold region does not necessarily imply that the
near-threshold region is properly modeled.
Consequently, in VARIUS-NTC, we use the EKV-based [15] model proposed by Markovic et al. [26]. The formula for
the on-current is given in Equation 2, where vt depicts thermal voltage and n a process dependent parameter determined
by subthreshold characteristics.
I = µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V gs−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where µ ∝ T −1.5
(2)

V th = V th0 + kDIBL × (V ds − V dd0 ) + kT × (T − T0 )
The resulting gate delay from CV /I is shown in Equation 4. Since the EKV model covers all regions of operation,
Equation 4 remains equally valid at ST and at NT voltages. In all cases, Vth is a function of Vdd and temperature as per
Equation 5, where V th0 , V dd0 and T0 are the nominal values of these parameters, and kT and kDIBL represent constants
of proportionality capturing the impact of T and DIBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) on V th, respectively.
V dd × Lef f
where µ ∝ T −1.5
µ(V dd − V th)α
V dd × Lef f
tg ∝
where µ ∝ T −1.5
V dd−V th
2
2
2×n×vt
+ 1)
µ × n × vt × ln (e
V th = V th0 + kDIBL (V dd − V dd0 ) + kT (T − T0 )
tg

∝

(3)
(4)
(5)

VARIUS-NTC captures variation in gate delay by Equation 4 as a function of the underlying V th and Lef f variation
maps, process parameters, and operating conditions.
3.2

Logic Timing Model at NT
VARIUS-NTC characterizes variation-induced shift in the path delay distribution of a pipeline stage following VAR-

IUS’ framework. Variation-afflicted path delay distribution, DV ar , can serve extraction of either (1) the maximum path
delay, from max(DV ar ), to designate a proper clock period; or (2) the timing error rate per cycle at a designated clock
period, tCLK , from 1−cdfDV ar (tCLK ). A path causes a timing error iff it is exercised and its delay exceeds the designated
clock period. It is assumed that there exists at least one path that has a delay equal to the clock period tCLK if there was
no variation.
A purely-logic pipeline stage constitutes of a multitude of paths of various delays. Even if there was no variation, there

9

exist a specific distribution of path delays, DLogic . The question is how this distribution changes under process variation,
to give rise to DV arLogic . By fixing the share of wire delay in the path delay by the multiplier kW ,
DLogic = DGates + DW ire and DW ire = kW × DLogic =⇒ DGates = (1 − kW ) × DLogic

(6)

applies, where DGates corresponds to the delay of a sequence of gates along a path modulo wires. Variation in interconnect
is neglected.
The path delay distribution of a logic stage under variation is given in Equation 7. If the path delay distribution,
DLogic , is normalized to the clock period, it would be clustered at 1 due to state-of-the-art design optimization. In this
case, Equation 7 can be approximated by Equation 8.

DV arLogic = DV arGates + DW ire = DSysGates + DRandGates + DW ire
DSysGates = kSys × DGates = kSys × (1 − kW )DLogic
(7)
DRandGates = DRand × DGates = DRand × (1 − kW )DLogic
=⇒ DV arLogic = (1 − kW )(kSys + DRand ) × DLogic + kW DLogic

DV arLogic ≈ (1 − kW )(kSys × DLogic + DRand ) + kW DLogic

(8)

The systematic variation in DGates , DSysGates , consists of inter- and intra-stage components. The inter-stage systematic component represents the stage systematic mean, the average shift in delay over all the paths in the stage, lumped
into the multiplier kSys of DGates . The intra-stage systematic deviation, on the other hand, remains much smaller due to
the high degree of spatial correlation. Already at 45nm, the length of a typical pipeline stage remains less than 0.1× the
chip length for a 4-core design [35]. Hence, for typical values of φ around 0.5× the chip length, intra-stage systematic
deviation can be neglected. VARIUS-NTC does not model intra-stage systematic deviation. Under this assumption, V th
and Lef f per transistor – hence gate – along each path in a pipeline stage change in the same direction, moreover, by the
same quantity. From this respect, a pipeline stage is assumed atomic – each pipeline stage represents a grid point.
The random variation in DGates , DRandGates , on the other hand, stems from non-correlated, independent shifts in
transistor – hence gate – delay distribution. The random shift in transistor delay distribution is not necessarily by the same
quantity and in the same direction over all transistors. Hence, the random shift in path delay distribution cannot be lumped
into a constant coefficient such as kSys of the systematic variation. If each grid point corresponded to a transistor, each
point per sampled die would be characterized by a specific value of the random shift superimposed on the systematic shift.
However, operation at transistor granularity is not feasible. Hence, while systematic variation is captured by a constant
coefficient of DGates per grid point per die, the coefficient of DGates corresponding to the random component, DRand , is
modeled analytically as a random variable of a specific distribution.
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Putting It All Together
According to Equation 7, to arrive at the variation-afflicted path delay distribution, DV arLogic , kW , DLogic , kSys and
DRand should be known. kW , the (average) share of wire delay in the path delay (were there no variation) represents
a design-specific constant. It is assumed that DLogic is normalized by tCLK and follows a Gaussian distribution. This
is justified by data collected for representative circuitry. Due to state-of-the-art design optimization, the distribution is
impulse-like, with majority of path delays accumulated at 1.
Extracting kSys : Following VARIUS, VARIUS-NTC works on normalized gate delay, tnorm as captured by Equation 9.

tnorm ∝ tg /t0
tg ∝
t0 ∝

V dd × Lef f
V dd−V th

µ × n × vt2 × ln2 (e 2×n×vt + 1)
V dd0 × Lef f 0
µ × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd0 −V th0
2×n×vt

(9)

+ 1)

kSys is determined by tnorm , where V th and Lef f represent variation afflicted parameters of the grid point (i.e. the
center of the pipeline stage). This is only (an apparently) “gate” delay formula, however, DV arLogic corresponds to path
delay. Recall that kSys represents systematic variation, and being highly correlated, V th and Lef f of all gates along a path
in a pipeline stage would change in the same direction, moreover, by the same quantity; a pipeline stage is assumed atomic
from this respect. Hence, the stage (path) delay can be simply represented by l × tg , with l being the length of the critical
path. In normalizing path delays, l disappears (but the quantity of interest still corresponds to paths as opposed to gates).
Extracting DRand : To determine DRand , the distribution of this random variable 9 should be known along with its parameters (mean µ and standard deviation σ). Mathematically, the parameters of the distribution can be estimated independent
of the underlying distribution by relying on the principles of functions of iid – independent, identically distributed random
variables.
In this case, each gate’s Lef f and V th is affected independently. Hence, the path delay should be formed by composition of l independent gate delays; path delay = l × gate delay does not hold any more. Instead, path delay should be
determined from the sum of l iid random variables.
Assume that G represents the absolute delay of a FO4 gate – the random variable corresponding to tg . Let P be the
√
absolute path delay as composed by the sum of l independent Gs. In this case, σ(P ) = l × σ(G), µ(P ) = l × µ(G).
However, VARIUS-NTC is after the normalized path delay, PN . The parameters of PN = P/(l × t0 ) would be σ(PN ) =
9A

random variable X is a function that assigns a real number X(ψ) to each outcome ψ in the sample space of a random experiment.
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σ(P )/(l × t0 ), µ(PN ) = µ(P )/(l × t0 ). Hence,
√

l × σ(G)/(l × t0 )

=⇒

√
σ(PN ) = σ(G/t0 )/ l

(10)

µ(PN ) = l × µ(G)/(l × t0 )

=⇒

µ(PN ) = µ(G/t0 )

(11)

σ(PN ) =

G/t0 corresponds to the distribution of normalized gate delay, as captured by tnorm . G/t0 represents a function of
the random variables Lef f and V th. Orthogonal to the determination of its distribution, the mean and standard deviation
can be estimated from formulae for functions of random variables. If, for example, Lef f and V th are assumed to follow a
Gaussian distribution [37], Equation 510 in [35] can be deployed to extract σ(G/t0 ) and µ(G/t0 ). For Gaussian V th and
Lef f , µ(G/t0 ) can be calculated from systematically shifted V th0 and Lef f 0 plugged-in as means, along with σRand s of
V th and Lef f as standard deviations, into Equation 5 from [35]. DRand represents an additive term to be superimposed
on systematic-variation afflicted DLogic , i.e. kSys × DLogic , according to Equation 8. The shift in delay due to systematic
variation should not be doubly accounted for; this is why once µ(G/t0 ) is extracted, to arrive at the the mean of DRand ,
µ(DRand ), the stage systematic mean should be subtracted out 11 . σ(DRand ), on the other hand, corresponds to σ(G/t0 ):

µ(DRand ) = µ(PN ) − kSys = µ(G/t0 ) − kSys
(12)
σ(DRand ) = σ(PN ) = σ(G/t0 )
How does the picture change in extraction of the stage systematic mean, kSys ? kSys = µ(PN ) = µ(P )/(l × t0 ). For
systematic variation, µ(P ) = l × µ(G). Hence, µ(PN ) = l × µ(G)/(l × t0 ) = µ(G/t0 ). Since systematic deviation in
V th and Lef f is neglected, this µ(G/t0 ) can be directly extracted from tnorm , by plugging in systematically shifted V th0
and Lef f 0 as obtained from physical variation maps; there is no need to deploy Equation 5 from [35].
Determining the Distribution of DV ar : Since, (1) the underlying zero-variation path delay, DLogic ; (2) DRand , to capture
random variation, is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution without loss of generality, DV arLogic follows a Gaussian
distribution.
3.3

SRAM Cell at NT
As indicated in Section 2.2.2, the 6-transistor cell of Figure 2(a) requires careful sizing of the transistors, with con-

flicting requirements to prevent both, read and write failures. In an environment where the impact of process variations on
transistors is more considerable such as in NTC, this is difficult. To address this problem, one approach is to power SRAMs
at a higher Vdd than the processor logic. Unfortunately, this approach is costly, since i) cache memory and logic blocks
10 A formulae to extract σ and µ of a function of Gaussian random variables. The random variables here correspond to V th and L
ef f , hence not
necessarily independent and identically distributed. See [22] p.130 for a more general discussion.
11 Note that, since systematic and random components are independent, they give rise to independent random variables. The cumulative impact is
additive. Orthogonal to the underlying distributions, the cumulative mean/variance is the sum of the means/variances.
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are often highly interleaved in the layout, ii) extra voltage regulators are required in the platform, and iii) many design,
validation, and testing issues can be incurred by the voltage-domain crossing. Moreover, this approach is not scalable: As
we move to smaller technologies, the relative difference between the safe SRAM and logic voltages increases, diminishing
the power reduction benefit of NTC, since SRAM power does not scale.
Consequently, VARIUS-NTC follows other work [1, 9] in using the 8-transistor cell of Figure 2(b) [8, 27]. This cell
is easier to design reliably because it decouples the transistors used for reading from those for writing. Specifically, the
two additional transistors NRD and AXRD are only responsible for reads, while the rest supports the writes as in the 6transistor cell. To read, the read bitline is pre-charged and the read wordline is driven high. If the cell stores a 0, the bitline
keeps its value; otherwise, it gets discharged to 0 through NRD and AXRD . The writes proceed as in the 6-transistor
cell. In this manner, compared to 6T cells, read and write timing margins can be independently optimized, enhancing the
reliability margin significantly with marginal increase in cell area [8].
Of the five failure modes of Section 2.2.2, this design eliminates the read stability (i.e., read upset) failure incurred
during read operations, because the cell internal nodes are decoupled from the read bit-line. The rest of the failure modes
are possible, but they can be mitigated at a reasonable cost by optimizing some transistors for writes and others for reads,
separately.
3.4

SRAM Stability Analysis at NT
For an SRAM cell to be functional, stability failure probability should remain negligible. If the operating V dd is fixed

for a given design, while timing failures can be mitigated by relaxing timing constraints (i.e. by increasing the designated
clock period, tCLK ), there is no such remedy for stability failures.
3.4.1

Hold Failure Analysis at NT

For a cell storing 0 (VR = 0, VL = 1), at low V dd, the voltage VL reduces by construction. When the cell is not
accessed, the access transistors, N L and P R are off. Due to leakage through N L and AXL, if VL reduces enough to
reach the VSW IT CH of PR-NR inverter, the cell content would be distorted. A hold failure occurs when the leakage current
through the NL and AXL transistors in Figure 2(b) reduces VL below the VSW IT CH of the PR-NR inverter while the cell
is not being accessed. At that point, the cell’s state gets lost. To model these failures at a given V dd, VARIUS-NTC uses
KCL to compute VL and VSW IT CH at V dd. VL is extracted from IP L (VL ) − IN L (VL ) − IAXL (VL ) = 0, where
IP L (VL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VL

V th

IN L (VL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt where V ds = VL
V th

IAXL (VL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt where V ds = VL
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(13)

VSW IT CH is extracted from IP R (VSW IT CH ) − IN R (VSW IT CH ) + IAXR (VSW IT CH ) = 0, where
IP R (VSW IT CH ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e
IN R (VSW IT CH ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−VSW IT CH −V th
2×n×vt

VSW IT CH −V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VSW IT CH
(14)

+ 1) where V ds = VSW IT CH

V th

IAXR (VSW IT CH ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt where V ds = V dd − VSW IT CH
The threshold voltage is derived from:

V th = V th0 + kDIBL × (V ds − V dd0 ) + kT × (T − T0 )

(15)

The hold failure probability per cell constitutes of PCell,Hold = P [VL (V dd) − VSW IT CH (V dd) < 0]. If no redundant
cells are provided, the hold failure probability of a line would be PLine,Hold = 1 − (1 − PCell,Hold )line size , where line
size denotes the number of cells per line, and 1 − (1 − PCell,Hold )line size gives the probability that at least one cell fails.
A line is faulty if at least one of its cells deems faulty. The failure probability of cells is assumed independent in this case.
This approximation holds valid if systematic deviation within a line can be neglected, since random variation per transistor
(hence per cell) is independent.

PM em,Hold =

number
of lines 
X
i=1


number of lines
× PLine,Hold
i

i

× (1 − PLine,Hold )number of

PM em,Hold = 1 − (1 − PLine,Hold )number of

lines

lines−i

(16)

(17)

To avoid hold failures, the minimum allowable supply voltage, V ddM IN,Cell , can be obtained by solving
VL (V ddM IN,Cell ) = VSW IT CH (V ddM IN,Cell ) under variation. Then, V ddM IN,Line = max(V ddM IN,Cell ) applies.
3.4.2

Write Stability Failure Analysis at NT

Write failures are of symmetric nature. Without loss of generality, we focus on a cell that stores a 0 (VR =0 and VL =1).
To model a write stability failure, VARIUS-NTC computes the voltage (VLW ) that node L reaches when the write BL is set
to 0 (where BR = 1) and the write duration is extended to infinity. If such value is above the switching threshold of the
PR-NR inverter (VSW IT CH ), then a write stability failure occurs. VLW distribution is computed using Kirchoff’s Current
Law (KCL) at node L, from IP L (VLW ) − IN L (VLW ) − IAXL (VLW ) = 0, where
IP L (VLW ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VLW

V th

IN L (VLW ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt where V ds = VLW
IAXL (VLW ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−V th
2×n×vt
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+ 1) where V ds = VLW

(18)

On the other hand, VSW IT CH distribution is extracted by using KCL for the PR-NR inverter when VIN = VOU T [28], from
IP R (VSW IT CH ) − IN R (VSW IT CH ) + IAXR (VSW IT CH ) = 0, where
IP R (VSW IT CH ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e
IN R (VSW IT CH ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e
IAXR (VSW IT CH ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−VSW IT CH −V th
2×n×vt

VSW IT CH −V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VSW IT CH
(19)

+ 1) where V ds = VSW IT CH

V dd−VSW IT CH −V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VSW IT CH

In all cases, transistor parameters are subjected to the variation model. Finally, the per-cell probability of write stability
failure becomes PCell,W rStab = P [VLW − VSW IT CH > 0]. A memory block suffers from write stability failure, if there
is at least one (non-redundant) cell suffering from write stability failure.
3.5

SRAM Timing Analysis at NT
Memory access time is extracted in a hierarchical way, starting from cell access time. The random variable to represent

variation-afflicted cell access time, DV arCell is usually proportional to the reciprocal of a discharge current. Expressed
as a function of V th and Lef f , the discharge current evolves with the type of access (read or write) and the cell content.
The SRAM cell remains very small when compared to the correlation range, φ [35], hence systematic variance within a
cell is neglected. In extracting σ(DV arCell ) and µ(DV arCell ), principles of functions of random variables are deployed
(as captured by Equation 5 from [35], e.g., if V th and Lef f follow Gaussian distribution): σ(DV arCell ) and µ(DV arCell )
are calculated from the closed form expression of the discharge current by plugging in the systematically shifted V th0 and
Lef f 0 as the means along with the variances of the underlying random V th and Lef f distributions.
Access time to a memory line, DV arLine , can then be determined from max(DV arCell ). A memory access not only
involves array components, but also logic components such as decoders, muxes and sense amplifiers. Hence, the random
variable to characterize memory access time, DV arAccess , represents a linear combination of DV arLine and DV arLogic ,
which captures the variation in the periphery.
The distribution for DV arAccess can serve determination of the probability that the access time to an individual memory
line remains less than a designated duration, tCLK , from cdfDV arAccess (tCLK ) ; but not the probability of timing error-free
access to a given number of memory lines, in other words, the probability of timing error-free execution for a given SRAM
block. In [35], it is shown, however, that these probabilities converge for large SRAM blocks.
Observe that the number of error-free lines at a given clock period tCLK follows a binomial distribution
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: A line

is error-free if its access time remains less than tCLK , and suffers from a timing error otherwise. The probability of an
individual line being error-free is known as p = cdfDV arAccess (tCLK ) . Let L be the number of lines with access time
< tCLK , in other words, the number of error-free lines. cdfL (l), gives the probability of having number of error-free lines
12 If a random experiment is repeated l times, and L denotes the number of times event E occurs, L is a binomial random variable with range 0,...,l. E
in this context denotes the number of error free accesses.
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< l. P [low < L < up] = c defines a confidence interval for L with c depicting the confidence level. Let c = 0.9. Then,
P [low < L < up] = cdfL (up) − cdfL (low) = 0.9. If cdfL (up) = 0.95 and cdfL (low) = 0.05, up = cdfL−1 (0.95) and
low = cdfL−1 (0.05). In this case, a 90% confidence interval for L constitutes of [cdfL−1 (0.05), cdfL−1 (0.95)]. Under the
assumption that each line is uniformly accessed, normalizing this interval by the total number of lines leads to a bound for
the corresponding cdf – the probability that the access time for a fraction of lines remains less than a given clock period.
3.5.1

SRAM Read Timing at NT

To model a read access failure, VARIUS-NTC computes DV arReadCell , which is the random variable capturing time
taken to generate a detectable voltage drop on the read bit-line

DV arReadCell ∝

IAXRD

1
P
+ IST A

where IAXRD is the bit-line discharge current through the AXRD transistor in Figure 2(b), and

(20)

P

IST A is the leakage over

all of the cells attached to the bit-line. To calculate the distribution of 1/IAXRD , first, the source voltage of AXRD , VRD ,
should be extracted by solving KCL at this node, from IAXRD (VRD ) = INRD (VRD ). When reading from a cell storing 1
(VR =1 and VL =0), transistor currents follow from Equation 2:
IAXRD = µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−VRD −V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VRD
(21)

2

2

INRD = µ/Lef f × n × vt × ln (e

V dd−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = VRD

When reading from a cell storing 0 (VR =0 and VL =1), NRD is cut-off:
IAXRD ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−VRD −V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − VRD
(22)

V th

INRD ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt where V ds = VRD
Then, the probability distribution of DV arReadCell can be attained by applying those of Vth and Lef f given by
the variation model to

1 P
IAXRD (VRD ) + IST A .

DV arReadCell can be conservatively set to max(DV arReadCell (VR =

0), DV arReadCell (VR = 1)). Alternatively, if signal probabilities are known, DV arReadCell would constitute a weighted
sum of the underlying probabilities. Following the VARIUS methodology, the maximum of DV arReadCell over all the
cells in a line is the time to read an entire memory line DV arReadLine . Finally, the probability of read access failure
(PReadAccess ) is P [DV arReadLine > tREAD ], where tREAD is the designated read duration.
3.5.2

SRAM Write Timing at NT

Given a cell without write stability failure, VARIUS-NTC models a write timing failure by computing DV arW riteCell .
This is the time that node L takes to reach the switching threshold (VSW IT CH ) of the PR-NR inverter.
Z VSW IT CH
1
DV arW riteCell ∝
=
dvL /iL (vL )
IL
V dd
iL (vL ) = iP L (vL ) − iN L (vL ) − iAXL (vL )
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(23)

where IL is the discharge current at node L during the write, obtained following [28]. With iL (vL ) representing a function
of Gaussian random variables V th and Lef f under process variation,
iP L (vL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1) where V ds = V dd − vL

V th

iN L (vL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt where V ds = vL
iAXL (vL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−V th
2×n×vt

(24)

+ 1) where V ds = vL

further applies. After obtaining the probability distribution for DV arW riteCell , we compute the distribution of the maximum of DV arW riteCell over all the cells in a line, DV arW riteLine following VARIUS. Finally, the probability of write
timing failure (PW riteT iming ) is P [DV arW riteLine > tW RIT E ], where tW RIT E is the designated write duration.

4
4.1

Evaluation Setup
Many-core Architecture and Technology
For operation at the nominal voltage, technology scaling brings along frequency benefits, while for NTC the frequency

requirement remains much modest, but the share of static power rapidly increases with lower V dd. Static power, on the
other hand, increases each technology generation. It can be argued that an older generation conforms better to NTC operation, however, in [36] it is demonstrated that for performance-critical application spaces, new technologies are favorable
due to the reduced power consumption when active, due to the scaled V dd. Relying on this observation, we evaluate the
model using an 11nm NTC chip with 288 cores. Each core is a single-issue in-order engine. The chip is organized in
clusters, where each cluster has 8 cores, per-core private L1 caches in the core-private memories, and a shared L2 cache in
the cluster memory. The technology parameters and density scaling estimation are derived from ITRS data [21]. Table 2
shows the architectural and technological details. All the parameters in the table that are not labeled with STC refer to the
NTC environment.
System Parameters
PM AX : 100W
Share of static power: 25% at V ddN OM (ST C)
TN OM = 85o C
Chip area: 24mm x 24mm

Technology node: 11nm
Num. Cores: 288
Num. Clusters: 36
Num. Cores/Cluster:8

Variation Parameters
Correlation range: φ = 0.5
Total (σ/µ)V th = 25%
Systematic (σ/µ)V th = 17.68%
Random (σ/µ)V th = 17.68%

Sample size: 100
Total (σ/µ)Lef f = 12.5%
Systematic (σ/µ)Lef f = 8.84%
Random (σ/µ)Lef f = 8.84%
Technology Parameters

V ddN OM at STC = 0.8V
V thN OM at STC = 0.3V
fN OM at STC = 5GHz
kT = −1.5mV /K

V ddN OM at NTC = 0.497V
V thN OM at NTC = 0.338mV
fN OM at NTC = 1.2 GHz
kDIBL = −150mV /V ; n = 1.5
Memory Specification

Core-private memory:
32KB WT, 4-way, 2 cyc access, 64B line

Cluster memory:
2MB WB,16-way, 8 cyc access, 64B line

Table 2: Architectural and technological parameters.
To set the voltages and frequencies at 11nm under STC and NTC, we proceed as follows: Guided by ITRS data, we first
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determine the supply and threshold voltages at STC as V ddN OM =0.8V and V thN OM =0.3V. We set the STC frequency
to be a conservative fN OM =5GHz. We then target an NTC environment that is 10 times slower than the baseline STC,
as suggested by Dreslinski et al [13]. To ensure that the operating Vdd for NTC renders a negligible timing error rate, we
rely on VARIUS-NTC. With these parameters, when all the clusters are active, the NTC chip consumes a maximum of
PM AX =100W.
4.2

Simulation Infrastructure
We interfaced Pin [24] over a user-level pthreads library [30] to SESC [32]. The power analysis relies on Wattch [5] and

Cacti [39] for array structures. The scheduler is implemented in R and consumes (1) activity factors to estimate dynamic
power, (2) per-application IPC as a function of frequency from micro-architectural simulation. For static power estimation,
we use Equation 25, which applies to both STC and NTC.
V th

PST A = V dd × IST A , where IST A ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × e− n×vt

5
5.1

(25)

Evaluation
Model Validation
To validate VARIUS-NTC’s tg , V th, and IST A models (i.e. Equation 4, 5 and 25), we begin with the validation of

the V th model, since tg and IST A are strongly dependent on V th. For a 12nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM) 13 ,
the V th values generated by VARIUS-NTC, the BSIM analytical model [6], and HSPICE are compared V th values from
VARIUS-NTC closely track the values from either HSPICE or BSIM with less than 0.4% error over the designated V dd
range. The main source of discrepancy between HSPICE and VARIUS-NTC is the accuracy of modeling the DIBL effect.
By deploying V th values for the given voltage range from both, VARIUS-NTC and BSIM models, tg and IST A are
compared against HSPICE measurements of a FO4 inverter chain. VARIUS-NTC follows HSPICE analysis within 10%
of error for the given V dd range. Since the leakage is exponentially dependent on V th, the small error in V th results in a
large difference between the model and measurement.
5.2

Impact of Process Variations in an NTC Environment
We examine the impact of process variations on the f and power at NTC and provide a comparison to STC. Logic

blocks (the core pipelines), small memories (the per-core, local memories) and large memories (the cluster memories) are
separately considered, since logic and memory blocks have different critical path structures, and small and large memories
have different critical path timing distributions. The frequency of a block is given by the path delay at 3σ of its distribution
– the maximum frequency that the block can support at the designated V ddN OM ; the static power is given by the sum of
the static power of all the components within the block.
To estimate the variation of a parameter, we compute the ratio between the maximum and minimum values of the
13 12nm PTM is not publicly available yet, but the authors obtained the model in advance by the courtesy of Yu Cao, developer of the PTM models at
Arizona State University [31].
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parameter on a given chip. We consider five variation scopes: pipeline intra-cluster, pipeline inter-cluster, local memory
intra-cluster, local memory inter-cluster, and cluster memory inter-cluster. For example, the pipeline intra-cluster variation
is computed by measuring the frequency of each core pipeline, then calculating, in each cluster i, the ratio ri between the
highest and lowest pipeline core frequency in the cluster, and finally computing the mean of the ri for all i in the chip. The
pipeline inter-cluster variation is computed by taking the ri generated above and computing, for the chip max(ri )/min(ri ).
The local-memory intra-cluster and inter-cluster variations are computed in a similar way. Finally, the cluster-memory
inter-cluster variation is the ratio between the highest and lowest frequency of all the cluster memories. We sample 100
chips to estimate the variation over each scope.
5.2.1

Frequency Variation

Figure 7(a) shows frequency variation for four of the five variation scopes, both, under NTC and STC, along with 99%
confidence intervals. Total (σ/µ)V th is set to 25%. Starting with NTC, the pipeline intra-cluster variation is about 2.5×,
hence there is a cluster where one core can run 2.5× faster than another. The pipeline inter-cluster variation is about 4.15×,
which indicates that the cluster with the highest frequency imbalance has an imbalance that is 4.15× higher than the one
with the least imbalance. This data shows that the system is highly heterogeneous. A similar picture is attained for the
local memory frequencies, with a higher imbalance than observed for the pipeline. This is due to the memory cells being
more prone to variation, as induced by the smaller size transistors to satisfy density requirements.
The frequency variation for cluster memory inter-cluster is depicted in Figure 7(b), over a representative range of total
(σ/µ)V th . For (σ/µ)V th = 25%, there is one cluster memory that is ≈ 17 times faster than another. The large size of
these memories causes those that fall in a slow section of the chip to be quite slower than the others. As the most sensitive
scope to process variation, cluster memory frequency variation increases exponentially with increasing total (σ/µ)V th . At
(σ/µ)V th = 25%, the average cluster memory inter-cluster variation is about 4× in STC as opposed to about 17× in NTC.
This is because a fixed amount of Vth and Leff variation affects transistor delay more at low voltages (namely, at NTC) than
at STC [14].
5.2.2

Power Variation

Figure 7(c) shows variation in total power for four of the five variation scopes, both, under NTC and STC. Total (σ/µ)V th
is set to 25%. At NTC, the pipeline intra-cluster variation is about 5.7×, where pipeline inter-cluster variation is more than
10×. The imbalance is exacerbated for local memories. The shaded stacks point to the fraction of variation that stems from
static power. Variation in dynamic power closely tracks the variation in frequency, since at a constant Vdd, dynamic power
is directly proportional to f. On the other hand, the variation in static power is even larger than variation in frequency. This
is because the static power of a block is given by the sum of the static power of all the transistors in the block, while the
frequency is given by its slowest path.
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Figure 7: Variation profile for frequency (a), for power (c); the impact of (σ/µ)V th on frequency variation (b), on total
power variation (d).
Power variation for cluster memory inter-cluster is depicted in Figure 7(d), over total (σ/µ)V th . For (σ/µ)V th = 25%,
there is one cluster memory that is ≈ 90 times more power hungry than another. Cluster memory power variation increases
exponentially with increasing total (σ/µ)V th , at a faster pace than the frequency variation. Under STC, the same amount
of process variation affects the power less than in NTC. At (σ/µ)V th = 25%, the average cluster memory inter-cluster
variation is about 18× in STC as opposed to about 90× in NTC. Variation under NTC is not only exacerbated due to
higher variation in frequency, hence dynamic power, when compared to STC. It is the share of static power significantly
increasing at NTC. Otherwise, both, at NTC and STC, variation in static power is higher than the variation in dynamic
power. According to Figure 7(c), under STC, static power remains less than ≈ 30% for logic, and ≈ 40% for local
memories, of the total power. At NTC, however, the share of static power jumps to ≈ 63% for logic, and ≈ 77% for local
memories.

6

Conclusions
To cope with process variations at NT voltages, this report introduced a (µ−) architectural model of process variation

to work under NTC. The model is based on an existing model of process variation tailored for STC. The main extensions
involved using a different gate-delay model and SRAM cell, modeling new SRAM cell failure modes, and including
leakage currents in the timing/stability analysis. Our results show that the expected process variations at 11nm induce
significantly larger changes in core frequency in an NTC environment than in an STC one.
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Appendix: A Closer Look into the Logic Timing Model
Extraction of DRand ’s parameters: The standard deviation of this distribution, σ(DRand ), can be estimated from the
random standard deviation per gate. Each gate’s random variation is independent, since the underlying random V th/Lef f
variation is independent and gates do not share transistors. For a path of length l, DRand corresponds to the sum of l iid
random variables – FO4-gate delays. The variance of the sum of l iid random
√ variables is the sum of their variances [22].
Hence, for the random component, σ(DRand ) = σ(Rand, F O4Gate) × l applies. To extract σ(Rand, F O4Gate),
random-variation induced gate delay distribution, DRand,F O4Gate can be calculated from Equation 4.
1. To extract the σ and µ of the random-variation induced FO4-gate delay distribution per pipeline stage,
DRand,F O4Gate , principles on functions of random variables is deployed. To achieve this, Equation 4 – representing a function of the random variables V th and Lef f – is used, with the zero-mean Gaussian random component
of V th and Lef f superimposed on the systematically shifted V th0 and Lef f 0 (recall that random and systematic
variation are independent). This is because, a pipeline stage represents an atomic grid point, across which a constant
systematically shifted V th and a constant systematically shifted Lef f applies. On top of this, the random variation
in V th and Lef f is superimposed as a zero-mean Gaussian distribution.
2. The resulting gate delay mean from 1. does not reflect µDRand,F O4Gate ; in fact it is the gate delay random mean
superimposed on the gate delay systematic mean. The resulting variance, on the other hand, is purely random, since
the systematic V th/Lef f variance across a pipeline stage is neglected. (If this was not the case, we should have used
the sum of random and systematic variances of V th and Lef f in step 1., instead of the random variances.)
3. Finally, extraction of the (random-variation induced) path delay distribution DRand ’s parameters follows from the
observation that path delay’s random component represents the sum of iid gate delays – DRand,F O4Gate s – as
characterized in step 2.
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